


you’d almost forget the view...







Esthec® Terrace is a high quality decking that can be used for outdoor 
applications including, but never limited to: terraces at hotels and resorts, 
beach club patios, high end residential balconies, spa areas at luxury villas, 
pool decks, roof top gardens, docks and jetties. 

Esthec® Terrace surpasses all other materials used in decking. Traditional 
materials are still widely used. From a technical and ethical point of view, 
these materials have considerable disadvantages. Up until now, these 
disadvantages were considered a necessary evil that had to be put up with, 
because other materials were simply not available. Until Esthec® was 
invented. 

Nature re-invented



Esthec® is a strong and solid material that consists of composites and fillers. It is an innovation based on the enormous need for 
ecologically sound materials. Subtly, the traditional way of constructing (teak) decks needed some adjustment. Teak is becoming more 
and more scarce and the deforestation resulting from taking down complete teak forests is very environmentally unfriendly.

Esthec®’s appearance is what makes the adjustment subtle, the improved properties however are everything but subtle. Concisely 
expressed, Esthec is very durable, ecologically sound, lightweight, highly maintenance-friendly, resistant to different weather conditions, 
chemicals and liquids, it is indestructible and there is freedom in colour and design. Esthec® is nature re-invented.





Esthec®’s roots go back to when our factory began 
developing composites with a vision of replacing the use of 
timber, steel and tar 50 years ago. These days our composite 
materials are used on hundreds of cruise ships and 
superyachts well as in a variety of hospitality, residential and 
commercial applications. Our company collaborates with 
forceful, prize winning, architects and designers worldwide. 
Esthec® builds on these same groundbraking, tested and 
proven properties adding a natural look and feel. 

Esthec® is made out of composite material. This material not 
only looks good, but it has greatly improved functional 
properties too. Esthec® is able to withstand the most severe 
weather conditions, for instance, and is non-slip in both dry 
and wet conditions. 
The material does not absorb water, which results in less 
growth of mosses and algae. In addition to being durable, 
the material is fire retarding and highly cost-effective. 

The core







We call Esthec® barefoot sophistication, since it includes all the charming properties of wood, yet without the inevitable 
cracking, splintering, warping or weathering. Esthec is virtually indestructible (high heels proof) and requires minimal 
maintenance. There is no “expiry date” for Esthec® products. It will still look good as new after many years of use. 

The average installation time of Esthec® Terrace is significantly lower than the installation time of other types of decking. 
Esthec®’s lightweight click system makes it easy to apply and, if necessary, remove. There are two kinds of clips available which 
make it possible to vary the distance between the planks and influence the overall appearance.
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Esthec® Terrace offers unprecedented freedom in 
colour which allows the terrace to be integrated into 
an overall design scheme. It is unvarnished and 
available in five basic colours. These five colours each 
consist of three shades for a lively effect. 

As if this is not enough, Esthec also offers the 
possibility of a custom made colour, providing 
unlimited design opportunities.

Freedom in colour





Ecological product (recyclable) 

Extremely durable: wear, impact and slip resistant wet/dry

Lightweight click system – for efficient and fast installation

 Low maintenance; minimal bacterial growth; repellent to any liquid

 Creative freedom; 5 fashionable colours and on-demand colour

 IMO Certified / ISO9001, 9002, 14001;  

40 year track record

Absolutely no hazardous materials 

No fumigation procedures – ZERO impact on import

No pvc / no wood

Non slip (R13 rated) 

The basis of Esthec® Terrace is a liquid material made of 25 ingredients 
including natural resins, natural fibers, minerals and colour pigments; 
25% of which are recycled materials. 

The highlights
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